
Chick from the egg
Instructions No. 820
From the egg to the chick - for this funny decoration classical ones made of wool Pompoms are combined with cut
open plastic eggs.

Colourful and round - these are Pompoms. the voluminous balls can be made of different materials and used for beautiful
decorations. The craft idea is ideal for the Crafting with children.

And so it goes 

Use the pink form from the pompon set to Pompoms wrap 6 yellow ones. Detailed instructions are included in the package.
Cut the finished Pompoms ones evenly round.
Cut open the decorative eggs with a small pair of pointed scissors and cut the pieces into the right shape. The row should
reach from straight pecked egg to the ready hatched chick.
Glue them Pompoms into the cut eggs with hot glue.
Transfer Felt and cut out the templates for beak and feet with the line-ex-pen.
Wobbly eyes, Glue beaks and feet with hot glue on the eggs.
Drill the eggs with a small drill so that they can be hung one below the other.
Line up the chicks and eggs on a long wool thread. For this purpose, thread a long needle from bottom to top through all the
eggs, simply pressing them together in the Pompoms eggs so that the needle fits through.
Fix the thread at the bottom with a knot and some hot glue, tie a loop at the top for hanging.



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

VBS Pompommaker set

5,49 €
5,99 €

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-pompommaker-set-a59920/


369831-10 Wool "Lisa"Yellow 1

650120-25 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmOrange 1

621237 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 8 mm, 100 pieces 1

601795 VBS Decorative egg "White", 10 pieces 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1

368124 Prym darning needle assortment, short 1

970358 Set of hand drills, 3 pcs. 1

Article number Article name Qty
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